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Reasons why Delusional Disorder is a false diagnosis and should be permanently removed from 

my medical charts

The frst thing to note is that there are actually a number of false psychiatric diagnoses which have 

been placed into my medical charts going back to about 2011, when my primary care clinic was OHSU

Richmond. False diagnoses have been placed into my charts by OHSU doctors, Multnomah Health 

Department doctors, and Providence doctors. It's possible that other providers have done this as well, 

however that would have been more than 10 years ago, and I only became aware these records 

falsifcations was going on beginning in 2015. My position is that this is a systematic defamation 

campaign running through multiple providers and hospital systems, and that this is being done to 

cover crimes, including surveillance traffcking and various types of medical abuse including 

unethical human subjects research, surveillance traffcking assault and torture via covert MBANs, 

insurance fraud, and murder. All of these crimes affect both adults – including elders - and children.

That this is a crime cover is signifcant with regards to my medical records because it explains why 

“multiple providers” would give the same or similar types of false diagnoses.

Rather than trying to address every single false diagnosis, I want to focus on the one that is most 

persistent and damaging which is delusional disorder. The DSM-V states that “mental disorders are 

usually associated with signifcant distress or disability in social, occupational, or other important 

activities.” (DSM-V p 20 “Defnition of a Mental Disorder”) So to diagnose someone with a disorder is 

to suggest that there is “signifcant distress” or impact on a person's life because of the mental 

disorder (as opposed to distress because of actual events – such as assaults, harassment, etc - 

happening to the person).  I do not have ANY mental conditions causing me signifcant distress.

With regards to the history of this diagnosis – it appears that when I frst tried to report evidence of 

surveillance in my home, including in private areas used by my then teenaged daughter, the offcer in 

charge told me that before I fle a report I would be required to take a psychological test, which I 

agreed to. This was actually some kind of trick he pulled on me – in fact he brought me to an 

emergency room and told the doctor I was having “paranoid delusions.” I've written about this in 

some detail in an affdavit which I had notarized in November 2015. Affdavit can be seen here: 

http://seastorm.com/documents/affidavits/police_affidavit/2015-11-05_police_affidavit/ and the 

medical records it addresses are here http://seastorm.com/documents/affidavits/police_affidavit/2015-

11-05_police_affidavit/records_from_adventist/ 
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Although there are falsifcations in my records before this, which I didn't know about because mental 

health diagnoses were being put into my chart notes but NOT into my after visit summaries while I 

was at OHSU – this is the frst instance I can fnd of me being called paranoid and/or delusional and it

seems to have been done entirely to cover a crime that I was actually trying to report and investigate –

a crime that I now know involves police and FBI as well as hospital systems.  There is another 

affdavit covering another medical visit here 

http://seastorm.com/documents/affidavits/ohsu_affidavit/2016-05-03_OHSU_affidavit/ but the truth is 

that I could easily spend hours upon hours trying to counter falsifcations in my records and I'm not 

sure what good it would do as I can now see this is a systematic defamation done to cover – and 

continue - serious crimes.

DSM-V defnes delusions as “fxed beliefs that are not amenable to change in light of conficting evidence.” 

(p 87)  Delusional disorder requires that a person has delusions (p 90)  Delusional disorder doesn't 

apply to me because I don't have delusions – I have made hypotheses based on evidence, and when

the evidence doesn't support my hypotheses, I have modifed my hypotheses to ft the evidence. 

Delusional disorder was frst applied to me in January 2014 because I reported surveillance to police. 

Later, in June 2014, it was applied to me because I reported coordinated harassment by groups of 

people in the community. After that, it was applied to me because I had discovered evidence of a 

covert medical body area network and use of wireless electronic beam weapons. In essence, it's being 

used as a catch-all to discredit me when I report some aspect of this crime in which the hospital 

systems themselves are involved.

This playlist shows evidence of elevated electromagnetic felds https://www.youtube.com/playlist?

list=PLMhJC824QJ9peSo9Ve1pRY6byXU_cX4hL (35 videos, currently – data goes back to 2017)

This playlist shows me detecting implants with a wireless frequency tracer 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLMhJC824QJ9onY2i53LAyNGLbq7LJ8CQ- (12 videos, 

currently – data goes back to 2017)

Burns and injuries are visible on a number of videos I have – you can see how they progressed one 

day here https://youtu.be/Qf0LSsAiP-k (video probably from late morning 8/8/18) and here 

https://youtu.be/Tf7TZA45HTE (video from 7:30pm 8/8/18). I also have a number of videos showing 

drones hovering over me or around my residence – here's one https://youtu.be/hiNNfVrQiL4 and there 

are many more. 

In conclusion, my hypotheses are evidence-based. They are not delusions. Therefore I cannot have 

delusional disorder.  It's a false diagnosis and it should be removed permanently.
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